HOW SUSPENDER CLIPS WORK AND HOW TO FASTEN THEM

SUSPENDER STYLES

X-BACK SUSPENDER

- Needle to fast where on your body the clips meets the pants. Without placing any folds, bunching, or hanging.
- This will generally be 3-5 inches either side of the center of your back.
- Exact placement will vary with your build and dimensions.

Y-BACK SUSPENDER

- Put the clip nearly at the middle of the top of the pants. If the belt loop is there, take this as a guide.
- The clip may be placed to either side of the belt loop if there is no belt loop or no belt loop.
- Exact placement will vary with your build and dimensions.

SUSPENDER CLIPS

FINGER CLIP

- Do not place the clip over a belt loop or a belt since over force will loosen the clip.
- High marks with cloth backing and a traditional look and the versatility to be worn with either a suit or casual wear.
- Comes in both X-Back and Y-Back styles.

CONSTRUCTION CLIP

- Do not place the clip over a belt loop or a belt since over force will loosen the clip.
- These heavy-duty construction clips have a superstrong grip that will stay in place.

BELT CLIP

- Heavy-duty plastic hooks that ride onto your belt up to 1.5 inches wide.
- Provides both support of the belt and the suspender.

PIN CLIP

- Made with heavy-duty steel pins that go straight through the fabric for a 100% no-slip grip.
- Decorative clips are reinforced with plastic teeth to securely hold both sides of the fabric.

BUZZ NOT AIRPORT FRIENDLY CLIP

- Easy-open suspender clips that securely grip any material.
- Convenient suspenders keep your pants up and your turnout at an all-time high.
- Good for active sports wear like ski and bike pants since the plastic clips will not damage the material.

TRIGGER SNAP CLIP

- Traditionally found on leather and western wear but now also available on regular-weight suspenders.
- Similar to a dog leash attachment: push down on the clip and attach to your belt loop.

SIDE CLIP

- Put your arms through the suspenders as though you are putting on a skirt.
- Match the clips on each side.
- Exact where the clips will attach depend on your build.

CONVERTIBLE ATTACHMENTS

- Two suspenders for the price of one - choose to wear them as clip suspenders one day and button suspenders the next.
- Simply unfold the leather tab, remove the attachment you don’t need and replace the tab.